Group Name:

READING GROUP 1

Meeting:

2nd Monday of the month, 14:30

Venue:

Member’s House

Contact:

Reading1@u3ameltonmowbray.org.uk

Last updated:

Leader: SUE MORRIS

14 March 2019

Group Name:

READING DAWSON

Leader: JOAN DAWSON

Meeting:

3rd Tuesday of the month, 14:15

Venue:

Group Leader’s House

Contact:

readingdawson@u3ameltonmowbray.org.uk

The group meets once a month to discuss a pre- selected book which we
read at home.
The discussion usually revolves around how the book is written, sometimes
about the subject and often we discuss how it relates to other books by the
author we have read or how other authors have dealt with a similar subject.
We all have a say in the choice of book, sometimes chosen from a collection
from the library, sometimes borrowed from other groups, sometimes sent as
a gift by the Reading Groups for Everyone on line, or sometimes bought by
us.
We have 10 members currently and because we meet at the group leader’s
home, we are unable to accommodate more members at this time.

Last updated:

14 March 2019

Group Name:

READING YOUNG

Meeting:

1st Tuesday of the month, 14:00

Venue:

Locations vary

Contact:

Reading_young@u3ameltonmowbray.org.uk

Last updated:

Leader: CHRIS ADAMS

14 March 2019

Group Name:

READING PRE-LUNCH Leader: JEAN DRAPER

Meeting:

3rd Tuesday of the month, 10:30-13:00

Venue:

Locations vary

Contact:

Reading_pre-lunch@u3ameltonmowbray.org.uk

The group started in March 2010 and we meet on the 3rd Tuesday of the
month at one of the member’s homes.
Sets of books are available from the library (thanks to Janet for all her help in
making the swaps possible) and we discuss a book we have read the previous
month.
Over the years we have read a varied range of books and everyone
comments that this leads to reading books that we wouldn’t necessarily have
chosen ourselves. This in turn widening our knowledge and appreciation of
new authors.

Last updated:

14 March 2019

Group Name:

READING JENNY

Leader: JENNY PETCHEY

Meeting:

4th Thursday of the month, 14:00

Venue:

‘Sit and Settle’ café, Nottingham Street, Melton Mowbray

Contact:

Reading_jenny@u3ameltonmowbray.org.uk

The group started in 2012 and we continue to enjoy our reading and
consequent discussion and it is sometimes surprising how much our opinions
differ! We find that we are reading books that we would certainly not have
chosen to, and again are surprised that we enjoy them or at least find them
interesting. The selection of books from the library certainly widens our
scope of personal reading.
As we borrow our books from the library, there is no cost involved.
One member of the group prefers to read the book on her Kindle and would
be happy to help others with navigating through theirs.
Last updated:

14 March 2019

